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FIG 1
©
v (57) Abstract: A system collects user data that describes at least one destination. The system generates, based on the collected user

o data, map data to render a plurality of maps. The maps are arranged in a stack so that a first interactive map is primarily displayed in
the user interface and one or more dynamic maps are conceptually below that interactive map. A portion of each dynamic map is
viewable and selectable within the user interface. As updated map data is received, information on the interactive map and dynamic
maps is correspondingly updated. When a dynamic map is selected or the system detects that a dynamic map is to be displayed, the
system provides for display a new interactive map that replaces the previous interactive map in the user interface.



S TAC OF MAPS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No.

62/046,083, filed on September 4, 2014, which is hereby incorporated by reference in its

entirety.

BACKGROUND

1. FIELD OF ART

[0002] The disclosure generally relates to the field of electronic maps, and specifically to

visual display (or rendering).

2, DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART

[0003] As the technologies of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) develop rapidly,

electronic maps have been more and more widely used in various applications. Users use

electronic maps to guide their trips. In addition, the electronic maps have become interactive,

such as allowing users to zoom in or zoom out, sometimes by replacing one map with another

of different scale, centered where possible on the same point. Furthermore, some electronic

maps have route-planning functions and advice facilities by monitoring the user's position

with the help of satellites.

[0004] However, current solutions for electronic maps only provide for display of one

map at a time. This is inconvenient when users seek visual insight at one time on multiple

maps corresponding to muitiple locations. Accordingly, there is lacking a suite of methods

for rendering multiple maps simultaneously in order to give users rich visual insight about

multiple locations while allowing the users to conveniently interact with a real-time map.

SUMMARY

[0005] Embodiments of the present disclosure are generally directed to display of (or

rendering of) a stack of maps. In some embodiments, a method, device, or system is

disclosed for rendering a stack of maps. The disclosed configuration comprises collecting

user data for rendering a plurality of maps to a user. The user data describes at least one

destination. In one embodiment, the destination described by the user data is the user's

favorite location. In some alternative embodiments, the use data includes recommended sets

or popular sets of destinations that are either pre-loaded or tha the user has affirmatively

selected, e.g., top tourist spots, most popular restaurants.

[0006] 'The disclosed configuration generates, based on the user data, map data for

rendering a stack of multiple maps. The stack of multiple maps includes a first interactive



dynamic map (or interactive map) and a set of collapsed dynamic maps. The collapsed

dynamic maps may update distance to destination, time remaining before next train arrival,

etc. as the ser is moving. The first interactive map is displayed in a relative position to the

set of collapsed (or layered) dynamic maps. The disclosed configuration updates the map

data to replace one of the collapsed dynamic maps with a second interactive map

corresponding to the collapsed dynamic map and sends the map data for rendering the stack

of multiple maps. The second interactive map is displayed to replace the relative position of

the first interactive map.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] FIG. (Figure) 1 is a high-level block diagram of an example computing

environment for rendering a stack of maps according to one embodiment.

[0008] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating components of an example machine able

to read instructions from a machine-readable medium and execute them in a processor (or

controller) for acting as a client device and/or server according to one embodiment.

[0009] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a map module according to one

embodiment.

[0010] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an example method for rendering a stack of

maps for user according to one embodiment.

[00 ] FIG 5 is a flowchart illustrating an example method for generating map data for

rendering a stack of maps with an interactive map on top of a set of collapsed dynamic maps

according to one embodiment.

[0012] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating an example method for updating map data to

replace one of a collapsed dynamic map with an interactive map according to one

embodiment.

[0013] FIG. 7 is flowchart illustrating another example method for updating map data

to replace one of a collapsed dynamic map with an interactive map according to one

embodiment

[0014] FIGS. 8- are example graphical representations for user interfaces displaying

different aspects of a stack of maps.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0015] The disclosed embodiments have advantages and features, which will be more

readily apparent from the detailed description, and the accompanying figures (or drawings).

[0016] The FIGS. 1 and the following description relate to preferred embodiments by

way of illustration only. It should be noted tha from the following discussion, alternative



embodiments of the structures and methods disclosed herein will be readily recognized as

viable alternatives that may be employed without departing from the principles of what is

claimed.

[00 7] Reference will now be made in detail to several embodiments, examples of which

are illustrated in the accompanying figures. It is noted that wherever practicable similar or

like reference numbers may be used in the figures and may indicate similar or like

functionality. The figures depict embodiments of the disclosed system (or method) for

purposes of illustration only. One skilled in the art will readily recognize from the following

description that alternative embodiments of the structures and methods illustrated herein may

be employed without departing from the principles described herein.

CONFIGURATION OVERVIEW

[00 8] The disclosed configurations provide improvements to conventionally rendered

electronic maps. For example, a system (and computer-implemented method and non-

transitory storage medium) is configured to provide (e.g., display or render) a stack of

multiple maps that a user can interact with. In one example configuration, the system collects

user data of a user describing locations such as a destination input by the user, one or more

pre-identified (e.g., favorite) locations selected by the user, and/or a current location of the

user. n addition, the system uses the user data to determine map data for rendering a stack of

maps.

[0019] In one embodiment, electronic maps to be rendered on a user interface of a

computing device are stacked together. For example, the stacked electronic maps are an

electronic representation of two or more physical maps that are stacked (or collapsed or

layered) on top of each other. Thus, the stack of maps corresponds to separate maps that can

be rendered but are shown as if each of the maps is on top of another.

[0020] In addition, each of the separate electronic maps is rendered with a portion that

is selectable, e.g., by a user, so that in response to selection of a particular map in tha

selectable area that map can go to the top for viewing. For example, the stack of maps

includes an electronic dynamic interactive map (or interactive map) that identifies a current

location of the device (e.g., used by the user) and is rendered on a user interface of a device to

be on top of the stack of maps. Below the interactive map in the stac of maps is one or more

dynamic maps that may be rendered in the user interface of the device as further described

herein.

[0021] Each dynamic map corresponds with one or more predefined locations. The

location may be predefined by a user selection on the device or that is sent to the device. The



system sends the map data to the client device for displaying the stack of maps to the user.

Further, the system may update the map data to replace one of the dynamic maps with

another interactive map corresponding to the dynamic map. For example, the dynamic map

can fade away and a new interactive map corresponding to the dynamic map (e.g., they both

describe the same location) can take the spot of the previous interactive map.

[0022] The disclosed configurations provide numerous advantages over the

conventional models. One example advantage of the system is to provide a user a quick

shortcut to locations predefined by a user (e.g., favorite locations or regularly visited

locations). For example, rather than spending substantial time on searching to find a route to

each of a few locations, the system can record the locations selected by the user (e.g.,

regularly visited locations or locations selectable from an address on a . web site or address

book) and suggest the best possible routes to all of the selected locations upon a single tap of

the user. Additionally, in another example, the system advantageously provides the user

information to determine the best place to stay based on points of interest (POI), or helps the

user navigate to multiple points of interest within a . new city.

[0023] Yet another example advantage of the disclosed embodiments is that the system

renders the maps in a "stack-like" manner. For example, the map that is visually displayed in

the user interface on top most displays live data that can be interacted with by the user is an

interactive map. The maps that are below (or under) the interactive map can be selected

through a portion of such map that is visually displayable in the user interface. When

selected, that map is "raised" to the top and becomes an interactive map that is relevant in

terms of current location information. The prior interactive map can be entirely removed

from the user interface or dropped under the current interactive map within the stack of maps.

[0024] As noted, the stack of maps includes one or more dynamic maps below the

interactive map. These dynamic maps below the interactive map are collapsed below the

interactive map. Collapsed below includes layered below or folded below. These maps,

although not entirely visible in the user interface, are dynamic as the information within each

of them is dynamically updated. For example, direction information about multiple locations

and corresponding related information about those locations (e.g., a . business hours of

operations, rev iews of business at that location), relative distances between locations, and any-

other type of information can be updated. An advantage of updating the information in the

dynamic maps, despite not being immediately visible in the user interface, is that such

information is immediately provided for display in the user interface when the stacked

dynamic map becomes the current (or new) interactive map. Hence, the system is faster and



more efficient in providing information within a map compared to conventional

configurations.

EXAMPLE COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT

10025] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary computing environment 100 for rendering a .

stack of maps according to one embodiment. The computing environment 100 includes one

or more servers (generally, server) 0, one or more client devices (generally, client device)

170A-N and one or more databases (generally, database) 130 connected by a network 150.

Only one server 0 , two client devices 70 and a database 30 are shown in FIG.l in order

to simplify and clarify the description. Alternate or additional embodiments of the computing

environment 100 can have multiple servers 0 and databases 130, and more than two client

devices 70 connected to the network 150. Likewise, the functions performed by the various

entities of FIG.l may differ in different embodiments. An example computing configuration

of thee server devices (or server) 0, client devices (or clients) 0 and database systems (or

database) 30 is described in FIG. 2.

[0026] The server 0 is configured to collect user data (or information) to provide for

rendering (or providing for display) multiple maps within a user interface of a client device

170. For example, the user data can describe a destination input (or selected) by the user to

the client device 70 . In addition, the user data can also identify a current location of the

user. Alternatively, the user data may include recommended sets or popular sets of

destinations that are either pre-loaded or that the user has affirmatively selected, e.g., top

tourist spots, most popular restaurants, point of interest, etc. Furthermore, the user data can

describe one or more locations favored by the user. For example, the use can use the client

device 70 to select one or more locations that the user regularly visits (e.g., a supermarket,

a entertainment place, an attraction, a school, a working place, etc.) as a pre-defined (e.g.,

favored) location. For each location, the server 0 generates map data to provide for

rendering a stack of maps, each corresponding to a particular location.

[0027] After generating each map, the server 0 organizes the stack of multiple maps.

This organization includes an interactive map and a set of collapsed dynamic maps. An

interactive map is a map that allows the user to interact within that map (e.g., pan, zoom,

etc.). The interactive map is the map immediately visible within the user interface on the

client 170. The interactive map also is dynamic so locational information captured through

the device can subsequently be illustrated within the user interface of the device. The

interactive map also can illustrate a route from a start (or origin) location to an end (or

destination) set by the user.



[0028] Each dynamic map below the interactive map can be a screen shot (or image) of

a map corresponding to a particular location. The screen shot corresponds to a particular

location and surrounding area. The amount of area displayed within the screen shot can be

predefined by the user, e.g., an radius corresponding to a . predefined distance from the

location that is the center point of the map. Although a dynamic map is not "interactable"

due to the map itself not being fully viewable within the user interface on the client device,

information within it is updated as the device updates location related information (e.g.,

current global positioning system (GPS) coordinates, cell phone tower location,

magnetometer/compass, or WiFi information). n addition, a portion of the collapsed

dynamic map is selectable so that in response to selection of the selectable area, that map

becomes the new interactive map and the prior interactive map is moved in the user interface

to be either discarded or returned to the collapsed stack of maps.

[0029] Additionally, the server 0 sends (or transmits) the map data to provide for

rendering the stack of multiple maps on the client device 170. For example, the interactive

map can be displayed on top of the set of collapsed dynamic maps in a . use interface such as

one of the example user interfaces of maps shown in any of FIGS. 8- . Further, the server

10 may update the map data to replace one of the collapsed dynamic maps with an

interactive map corresponding to the collapsed dynamic map. Fo example, a screen shot

map about a location can be replaced by rendering an interactive map corresponding to the

same location so that the user can now interact with the map. In addition, the server 110 can

send the updated map data to the client device 70 for displaying the new interactive map to

replace the position of the previous interactive map.

[0030] In one embodiment, the server 10 includes a map module 15A (collectively

and individually also referred to generally as 5) to mainly perform the functions of the

server 0 described above. The map module 5 and the functions will be described in

further detail below with reference to FIG. 3. Other embodiments of the server 0 may

include different and/or additional components. In addition, the functions may be distributed

among the server 0, database 130, and client device 1 0 in a different manner than

described herein. Fo example, the map module 5 may be completely or partly stored on

one or more of the client devices 170, illustrated as a map module 5B in FIG. 1.

[0031] A client device 170 is an electronic device used by a user to perform functions

such as interacting with navigation maps, consuming digital content, executing software

applications, browsing websites hosted by web servers on the network 150, downloading

files, and interacting with the server 0 For example, the client device 70 may be a



dedicated e-Reader, a smartphone, a wearable device (e.g., a smartwatch or pendant), or a

tablet, a laptop, a notebook, or desktop computer configured similar to a computing system

described w ith FIG. 2.

[0032] The client device 70 also includes interfaces with a display device on which the

user may view the visualizations such as graphical user interfaces (GUIs) showing maps. In

addition, the client device 170 provides a visual user interface (UI) that is rendered on a

screen (or display). The screen may be touch sensitive and responsive to gestures. If the

screen is not touch sensitive, the user interface also may include on-screen buttons. The user

can interact directly with the rendered user interface (e.g., using gestures) and/or the rendered

buttons. The rendered user interface provides an interface for the user to interact with the

client device 70 and to perform functions. Examples of functions include selecting between

maps, manipulating elements on the maps, inputting a destination, selecting a destination,

zooming in or out of the maps, and any other possible interactions.

[0033] In one embodiment, the client device 0 includes the map module 5B and

the visualization module 177, but other embodiments of the client device 170 include

different and/or additional components. In addition, the functions may be distributed among

the components in a different manner than described herein.

[0034] The visualization module 77 renders visualizations based on the map data

generated by the map module , either residing on the server 0 , or stored completely or

partly on the client device 70. For example, the visualization module 177 renders a GUI

displaying a stack of multiple maps that includes an interactive map and a set of collapsed

dynamic maps, etc., based on the generated and/or updated map data by the map module .

[0035] The database 30 stores any data that is necessary for the server 0 and/or the

client devices 70 to implement the functionalities described herein. For example, the

database 130 stores the user data describing users' favorite locations. The database 130 may

also store the map data describing the stack of interactive map and dynamic maps.

[0036] The network 150, which can be wired, wireless, or a combination thereof,

enables communications among the sen'er 1 0 , client devices 170, and the database 30 and

may include the Internet, a . LAN, VLAN (e.g., with VPN), WAN, or other network. In one

embodiment, the network 50 uses standard communications technologies and/or protocols.

In another embodiment, t e entities can use custom and/or dedicated data communications

technologies instead of, or in addition to, the ones described above.

COMPUTING M ACHINE ARCHITECTURE

[0037] FIG 2 is a block diagram illustrating components of an exemplary machine able



to read instructions (e.g., software or program code) from a machine-readable medium and

execute them in a processor (or controller). The example machine shows one or more

components that may be structured, and operational, within a client device 170 and/or a

server device 0 as well as a standalone database 130 Specifically, FIG 2 shows a

diagrammatic representation of a machine in the example form of a computer system 200

within which instructions 224 (e.g., software or program code) for causing the machine to

perform any one or more of the methodologies discussed herein may be executed. The

methodologies can include the modules described with FIG. 1 and subsequently herein. In

alternative embodiments, the machine operates as a standalone device or may be connected

(e.g., networked) to other machines. In a networked deployment, the machine may operate in

the capacity of a server machine or a client machine in a . server-client network environment,

or as a peer machine in a peer-to-peer (or distributed) network environment.

[0038] The machine may be a server computer, a client computer, a personal computer

(PC), a tablet PC, a set-top box (STB), a personal digital assistant (PDA), a cellular

telephone, a smartphone, a . web appliance, a network router, switch or bridge, or any machine

capable of executing instructions 224 (sequential or otherwise) that specify actions to be

taken by that machine. Further, while only a single machine is illustrated, the term

"machine" shall also be taken to include any collection of machines that individually or

jointly execute instructions 224 to perform any one or more of the methodologies discussed

herein.

[0039] 'The example computer system 200 includes one or more processors (generally

processor 202) (e.g., a central processing unit (CPU), a graphics processing unit (GPU), a

digital signal processor (DSP), one or more application specific integrated circuits (ASICs),

one or more radio-frequency integrated circuits (RFICs), or any combination of these), a

main memory 204, and a dynamic memory 206, which are configured to communicate with

each other via a bus 208. The computer system 200 may further include graphics display unit

210 (e.g., a plasma display panel (PDF), a liquid crystal display (LCD), a projector, or a

cathode ray tube (CRT)). The computer system 200 may also include alphanumeric input

device 212 (e.g., a keyboard), a cursor control device 214 (e.g., a mouse, a trackball, a

joystick, a motion sensor, or other pointing instrument), a storage unit 216, a signal

generation device 2 (e.g., a speaker), and a network interface device 220, which also are

configured to communicate via the bus 208. In addition, the computer system 200 may

include one or more positional sensors, e.g., an accelerometer or a global position system

(GPS) sensor, connected with the bus 208. In addition, the network interface device 220 may



include a VViFi or "cellular" mobile connection that also can be used to help identify

locational information

[0040] The storage t 6 includes a machine-readable medium 222 on which are

stored instructions 224 embodying any one o more of the methodologies or functions

described herein. The instructions 224 may also reside, completely or at least partially,

within the main memory 204 or within the processor 202 (e.g., within a processor's cache

memory) during execution thereof by the computer system 200, the main memory 204 and

the processor 202 also constituting machine-readable media. The instructions 224 (e.g.,

software) may be transmitted or received over a network 226 via the network interface device

220. It is noted that the database 130 can be stored in the storage 2 6 although it also can be

stored in part or whole in the memory 204.

[0041] While machine-readable medium 222 is shown in an example embodiment to be a

single medium, the term "machine-readable medium" should be taken to include a single

medium or multiple media (e.g., a centralized or distributed database, or associated caches

and servers) able to store instructions (e.g., instructions 224). The term "machine-readable

medium" shall also be taken to include any medium that is capable of storing instructions

(e.g., instructions 224) for execution by the machine and that cause the machine to perform

any one or mo e of the methodologies disclosed herein. The term "machine-readable

medium" includes, but not be limited to, data repositories in the form of solid-state memories,

optical media, and magnetic media.

EXAMPLE MAP MODULE

[0042] Referring now to FIG. 3, a block diagram shows a . map module 5 according to

one example embodiment. In the example embodiment shown, the map module 115 has an

initialization module 310, an interaction module 320 and a transition module 330. Those of

skill in the art will recognize that other embodiments of the map module 5 can have

different and' r additional modules other than the ones described here, and that the functions

may be distributed among the modules in a different manner. In addition, it is noted that the

modules may be configured as computer program co e (or software) comprised of

instructions, e.g., instructions 224, storable in a storage unit, e.g., 216, 222, 224, and

executable by one or more processors, e.g., processor 202.

[0043] The initialization module 3 0 collects user data of a user (e.g., via a user

account, direct input from a user, metadata associated with usage of the device, etc.) for

rendering one or more maps based on the user data n one embodiment, the initialization

module 3 0 collects user data of a user from components (e.g., applications) of the client



device 170, the database 130, the server 0 or other servers (not shown) such as a third-party

server storing user data related to the user. The user data may describe a desired location the

user intends to go to. For example, the user data can describe a destination that is input to the

client device 70 by the user of the client device 170. The user data may additionally

describe one or more locations, for example, that the user previously reviewed or visited. For

example, the user data describes a location (e.g., home, a supermarket, an entertainment

place, an attraction, a school, a working place, etc.) that the user has selected as a favorite

location. Further, the user data may describe a context of the user. For example, the user

data may describe a current location of the user detected by Global Positioning System (GPS)

equipment, or other type of sensor included i the client device 70. Alternatively, the user

data may include recommended sets or popular sets of destinations that are either pre-loaded

or that the user has affirmatively selected, e.g., top tourist spots, most popular restaurants.

Furthermore, the user data can describe one or more locations favored by the user. In

addition, the initialization module 0 also collects other types of data that can be helpful for

rendering maps for the user. Fo example, the initialization module 3 0 collects road

information, traffic condition information, routing information, etc. for rendering maps for

the user along with the user data.

[0044] n one embodiment, the initialization module 3 0 uses the user data and the

other type of data to generate map data corresponding to program code for rendering one or

more maps on the user device. For example, based on selection of a predefined, e.g.,

"favorite," location, the initialization module 3 0 can generate map data to render a map for

the stack of maps that correspond with the location that the user selected as favorite. In one

example embodiment, the map data for a map includes program code to provide for a

rendering of a map on a user interface on the user device. In addition, there can be program

code to render a zoom level for the map and/or code to render center coordinates of the map

relative to a defined area within the map. The map data for a map may additionally include

other information necessary for rendering the map on the client device 170 For example, the

map data for a map describing a favorite location of the user may include an estimated time

and distance from the favorite location to the current location of the user.

[0045] In one embodiment, the initialization module 3 0 determines map data to

provide for rendering a map, for example, that corresponds with a screen captured map. For

example, the map may be composed of a "screen shot" (e.g., program code for a user device

to display the map) of a location that was just entered, selected or pre-defined. In one

embodiment, the screen shot map related to a location may be static in terms of visual



appearance, b t also is dynamic relative to data displayed within it. As data, e.g., updated

GPS coordinates, is captured by a client device, e.g., 70, the screen shot map may be

updated accordingly. For example, a wider range of the map may be displayed or there may

be a zoom around the a ea of interest. This will render an updated screen shot. Whether the

screen shot map is re-rendered with a new screen shot map or not, the data within it may be

updated, e.g., distance to a location of interest in the map relative to current location

coordinate of the client device, e.g., 70. Hence, even though the map is not immediately

visible on the user interface of the client device, the instructions corresponding to rendering

of the map and/or data within it can be updated. Accordingly, these maps below the

interactive map also can be referred as to as "dynamic" maps. As for the map that is within

the field of view of the user interface, that also is rendered as a dynamic map, but also is an

interactive map as the user is able to interact with that map when visible within the user

interface. The initialization module 3 0 also may determine how to visually display the

overall stack of maps corresponding to the map data for displaying multiple dynamic maps.

For example, it can provide to display the stack of maps as being collapsed at the edge of a

user interface on the user interface within the screen of the client device 170 Examples of a

user interface will be described in detail with reference to one or more of FIGS. 8-11.

0046] n addition to a dynamic map, the initialization module 3 0 also generates map

data for rendering an interactive map to the user. The interactive map includes live data thai

a user can interact with on the user device. For example, the interactive map can update as

the user moves. The interactive map is interactive in that it can be manipulated, e.g., panned,

zoom in, and zoom out, by a user. The interactive map can also show the current location of

the user. In one embodiment, the interactive map can be rendered based on selection of

previously stored locations, such as home, a work place, a shop, a grocery store, etc. The

initialization module 3 0 may determine the map data for displaying the interactive map as

the top most one in the stack (e.g., a stack is similar to a stack of cards) of maps. In other

words, the interactive map is displayed on top of any dynamic maps in the stack so that the

user can interact with the interactive map conveniently. Accordingly, the location described

by the interactive map may be referred to as the "location in focus," which in one example

embodiment can be centered within a user interface.

[0047] In one embodiment, the initialization module 3 0 determines the map data for

rendering an interactive map about a location and dynamic maps about other locations based

on a preset rule. For example, the rule can be automatically determined based on GPS

location or system rules or configuration (e.g., location name and pin points data pre-



determined relative to map) and/or (b) manually determined by the user (e.g., only show

certain data such as all gas stations around point of interest) and/or a third party that may

offer predefined "points of interests" to load into the app (e.g., corresponding to

advertisement offerings for a place of business within the map area). For example, based on

the predefined (or preset) rule, the initialization module 3 0 determines the current location

of the user as the location in focus and generates map data for rendering an interactive map

about the current location, while rendering multiple dynamic maps about other locations (e.g.,

the user's favorite locations other than the current location). Alternatively, a preset rale may

specify the home of the user is always the location in focus. Accordingly, the initialization

module 3 0 generates map data for rendering an interactive map about the home of the user,

while rendering multiple dynamic maps about other identified, predefined, o selected

locations as defined by the user and potentially stored by the user.

[0048] The map data generated by the initialization module 3 0 can be referred to as

"map data at setup stage." In one embodiment, the initialization module 3 0 stores the map

data at setup stage in the database 130 for rendering maps to the user upon a user request.

[0049] The interaction module 320 retrieves the map data and sends the map data to the

client device 70 . This information, provided by the interaction module 320, provides the

client device 70 information (e.g., data and/or program code) for rendering the stack of

maps in the user interface. This information may be rendered responsive to detecting a

request for maps from the user. For example, the user uses the client device 70 to request

one or more maps through a map application or software stored on the client device 170. The

interaction module 320 retrieves the map data responsive to the user's request and sends the

map data to the client device 170. The client device 170 can then display the stack of maps to

the user in the user interface.

[0050] In one embodiment, the interaction module 320 may update the retrieved map

data to render an interactive map about a current location of the user when the user requests

maps for display. In another embodiment, the interaction module 320 may send the map data

for rendering an interactive map about the home of the user without any change to the map

data if the interactive map is always determined to be about the home of the user based on the

preset rule.

[0051] In addition, the interaction module 320 may also update the map data for

rendering the interactive map responsive to detecting an update of the current location of the

user. For example, if the interactive map corresponds with the current location of the user



based on data from the client device, e.g., GPS coordinates, the interaction module 320

updates the map data to reflect the change of the current location on the interactive map.

[0052] Alternatively, by way of example, if the interactive map corresponds to home or

any other favorite location selected by the user, as the user is driving or travelling to that

destination, the current location of the user changes with time as data from the client device,

e.g., GPS coordinates, are continually updated. Hence, the route path, the estimated time, and

distance to that location may correspondingly change with time. Therefore, the interaction

module 320 updates the map data to reflect the change of the route path, estimated time and

distance, to that location on the interactive map

[0053] Further, the interaction module 320 may update the map data for rendering the

dynamic maps responsive to detecting an update of the current location of the user. Each

dynamic map corresponds with a specific location. For example, each dynamic map may be

about a previously stored favorite location of the user. In response to detecting a change of

the current location of the user (e.g., when the user is driving), the interaction module 320

updates the map data to reflect changes of estimated time and distance, and/or the route to the

favorite location on each dynamic map. For example, the interaction module 320 updates the

map data to display the changed estimated time and distance to the favorite location on the

each dynamic map based on the updated current location of the user.

[0054] As an example, assume that a user starts from home to do a shopping trip to

three shops (e.g., shop A, shop B, and shop C) that the user usually goes to and has been

selected as favorite locations. The user opens a application on the client device 70 for

requesting maps about the shops. Accordingly, the interaction module 320 retrieves the map

data for rendering an interactive map about the current location of the user (e.g., home), three

dynamic maps about the shop A, shop B, and shop C, and possibly other dynamic maps about

other locations selected by the user. As the user is driving to shop A, the interaction module

320 detects (or receives) the updated coordinates of current location via a sensor, e.g., GPS,

equipped with the client device 170. The interaction module 320 updates map data for the

interactive map about the home, the dynamic maps for the shop A, shop B and shop C by

calculating new estimated time and distance relative to a . current location and/or between

locations, and/or route to the location described by each of the maps.

[0055] In one embodiment, the interaction module 320 updates the stack of maps by

removing map information (e.g., program code for rendering a map and corresponding data

within it) about a location or adding a new map information corresponding to a new location

based on t e user de-selecting or removing a location and selecting a new location,



respectively. For example, responsive to the use selecting a new location as a . favorite

location, the interaction module 320 generates map data for rendering a new map about the

new favorite location in the stack of maps. Additionally, responsive to the user de-selecting

one of the favorite locations (e.g., the user tapping a . "star" button on one of the dynamic

maps about a favorite location to an "unselected" state), the interaction module 320 updates

the map data for removing the dynamic map about the de-selected favorite location from the

stack of maps.

[0056] Further, in one embodiment, the interaction module 320 updates the map

information for rendering more details within the dynamic maps. For example, the user can

interact with the dynamic map by swiping on a visible portion of the dynamic map within the

use interface. n response to detecting the user swiping on the dynamic map, the client

device 170 transmits this instruction to the interaction module 320, which updates the map

information to provide for the display of more function buttons for the user, such as a favorite

"star" button, a "to here" button and a "from here" button, which can be further interacted

with by the user. This will be described in detail with reference to FIG. 11.

[0057] The transition module 330 updates the map data to replace one of the collapsed

dynamic maps with an interactive map corresponding to the dynamic map that has been

selected or previously identified by the user. For example, assume the dynamic map

describes a favorite location "A" selected by the user. As defined above, the dynamic map

may be only a screen captured map about the location "A" and cannot be interacted with by

the user. An interactive map corresponding to the dynamic map includes live map data

related to the location "A" that can be interacted with by the user. For example, the use can

tap a "from here" button of the interactive map to request direction and/or a route from the

location "A" to the current location. Alternatively, the user can tap a "to here" button of the

interactive map to request direction and/or a route f om the current location to the location

"A". In one embodiment, the interactive map is rendered as zoomed and panned

programmatically to the point, which makes it look exactly the same as the corresponding

screen captured map. n addition, the replaced dynamic map can be faded away.

[0058] As described above, the interactive map is rendered by the client device 0 on

the top of the stack of maps within the user interface. In one embodiment, responsi ve to the

user scrolling the stack of maps such that one of the dynamic maps expands and takes the top

spot of the stack, the transition module 330 updates the map data for replacing the present

interactive map in the top spot with an new current interactive map corresponding to the



dynamic map. The replaced interactive map can be removed visually from the use interface,

e.g., deleted or dropped under the new interactive map.

[0059] By way of example, assume an interactive map about location "A" is rendered

on the top most of the stack of maps. The user scrolls the stack of maps to make a dynamic

map about location "B" take the top spot. Correspondingly, the transition module 330

determines map data for rendering an interactive map about the location "B" corresponding

to the dynamic map about the location "B". For example, the transition module 330

determines the map data for displaying the interactive map about the location "B" on the top

most of the stack replacing the position of the previously displayed interactive map about the

location "A." In addition, the transition module 330 may determine the map data to remove

the corresponding dynamic map from the set of collapsed dynamic maps. In this way , any

map in the top spot of the stack is an interactive map tha can be interacted with by the user.

This beneficially allows the user to conveniently select a map from the stack and interact with

the selected map.

[0060] Alternatively, responsive to receiving updated GPS coordinates that correspond

with the current location of the client device 170 and that are displayed within the interactive

map the transition module may determine that those coordinates match those of one of the

dynamic maps. The transition module 330 updates the map information to provide for

rendering a new interactive map corresponding to the one dynamic map at the top most of the

stack. In the example of the user taking a shopping trip to the three shops A, B, and C,

assume that the currently displayed interactive map is about the home of the user. When the

user reaches shop A, the GPS coordinates of the currently displayed interactive map matches

those of the dynamic map of the shop A, and the transition module 330 updates the map data

for displaying an interactive map about the shop A corresponding to the dynamic map of the

shop A on the top most of the stack. In one embodiment, the transition module 330 also

updates the map data to replace the previously displayed interactive map (e.g., the interactive

map about the home) with a corresponding dynamic map (e.g., a dynamic map about the

home) and renders the dynamic map in a position of the stack of maps (e.g., at the bottom of

the stack).

[0061] Further, in another embodiment, the system can be configured to include

instructions that help keep use of computing resources efficient. For example, if the

transition module 330 receives information from the client device 170 that the map

information within a current interactive map matches one of the dynamic maps, there may be

instructions provided that notes that the current interactive map matches one of the collapsed



dynamic maps. n this case, there may be no need to provide a rendering to replace the

interactive map corresponding to the one dynamic map, although the instructions may allow

updating select information that is not i the current interactive map with any additional data

found (or not found) in the matching dynamic map. Hence, the amount of data needed to be

transferred is limited thereby saving network bandwidth and power on the client device 70.

[0062] Irs one embodiment, the transition module 330 updates the map data for

replacing a view of the stack of maps (may also be referred to as a "stack view") with a full

screen map view (may also be referred to as a "full screen view"). For example, the user may

interact with the user interface showing the stack of maps by tapping an arrow button to shift

to a full screen view. This will be described with reference to FIG. 0 . Responsive to

detecting the user tapping on the button, the transition module 330 updates the map data for

rendering (e.g., displaying) the current interactive map in a full screen view in the user

interface so that the user can more easily interact with the map. Additionally, when detecting

the user tapping a button to shift back to the stack view, the transition module 330 updates the

map data for displaying the stack of maps that includes the interactive map displayed on the

top as well as a set of collapsed dynamic maps displayed at the edge of the user interface.

EXAMPLE PROCESSES

|0063] FIG 4 is a flowchart illustrating an example method 400 for rendering a stack of

maps according to one embodiment. In one embodiment, FIG. 4 attributes the steps of the

method 400 to the map module 5 of the server 0 . However, some or all of the steps may

be performed by other entities such as the client devices 70 . In addition, some embodiments

may perform the steps in parallel, perform the steps in different orders, or perform different

steps. Also, it is noted that in one example embodiment the steps and/or modules may be

embodied as instructions, e.g., instructions 224, that may be executed by the processor 202

described with respect to FIG. 2

[0064] Initially, the map module 5 collects 410 user data for rendering maps to a user.

As described previously with regard to FIG. 3, the user data may describe a destination input

by the user, a current location of the user detected by a sensor equipped with the client device

170, and/or a favorite location selected by the user.

[0065] At step 420, the map module 5 generates map data for rendering a stac of

multiple maps, for example, with an interactive map on top of a set of collapsed dynamic

maps. This step 420 will be described in detail with reference to FIG. 5.

[0066] At step 430, the map module 5 updates the map data to replace one collapsed

dynamic map with an interactive map corresponding to the dynamic map. Two embodiments



for this step 430 will be described in detail with reference to FIGS. 6-7. At step 440, the map

module 5 sends the map data for rendering the stack of maps, for example, to the client

device 70 of the user.

[0067] At step 450, the map module 5 updates the map data for rendering an updated

stack of maps, for example, responsive to the user favoring or un-favoring one or more of the

maps in the stack. For example, responsive to the user selecting a ne location as a favorite

location, the map module 115 updates the map data for adding a new dynamic map about the

new location into the stack of maps. Additionally, responsive to the user unselecting a

favorite location, the map module 5 updates the map data for removing the dynamic map

about the unselected favorite location from the stack of maps.

[0068] F G 5 is a flowchart illustrating an example method 500 describing the step 420

of the method 400 in detail for generating map data for rendering a stack of maps with an

interactive map on top of a set of collapsed dynamic maps according to one embodiment. In

one embodiment, FIG. 5 attributes the steps of the method 500 to parts of the sub-modules in

the map module 5 of the server 0 or the client device 0. However, some or all of the

steps may be performed by other entities. In addition, some embodiments may perform the

steps in parallel, perform the steps in different orders, or perform different steps. Also, it is

noted that in one example embodiment the steps and/or modules may be embodied as

instructions, e.g., instructions 224, that may be executed by the processor 202 as described

with respect to FIG. 2.

[0069] Initially, the map module 5 determines 5 0 map data for rendering the

interactive map based on the current location of the user. For example, the interactive map

includes live data that can be interacted with by the user. The map module 5 may

determine the map data to display an interactive map about the current location of the user.

The interactive map may also include other information.

[0070] At step 520, the map module 5 determines map data for rendering the set of

collapsed dynamic maps based on the user's selection. For example, the user has selected

favorite locations. The map module determines map data for a set of dynamic maps

describing the selected favorite locations. The set of dynamic maps may be displayed as

collapsed at the edge of the user interface on the screen of the client device 0. In one

embodiment, each dynamic map may also include an estimated time and distance from the

current location of the user to the favorite location described by the dynamic map.

[0071] At step 530, the map module 5 detects an update of the user's current location.

For example, the map module 5 receives sensor data describing the user's current



geographical location from a sensor equipped with the client device 0 and detects whether

the current location has changed since last sensing time.

[0072] At step 540, the map module 5 updates the map data for rendering the

interactive map responsive to detecting an update of the user's current location. For example,

the map module 5 may update map data for displaying another interactive map describing

the updated current location of the user.

[0073] At step 550, the map module 5 updates the map data for rendering each of the

collapsed dynamic maps responsive to detecting an update of the user's current location. For

example, the map module 5 may update the estimated time and distance from the updated

current location of the user to the favorite location described by each of the dynamic maps.

[0074] Referring now to FIGS. 6 and 7, illustrated are flowcharts of two exemplary

methods 600 and 700 that describe the step 430 of the method 400 for updating map data to

replace one of a collapsed dynamic map with an interactive map according to one

embodiment. FIGS. 6 and 7 attribute the steps of the methods 600 and 700 to parts of the

sub-modules in the map module 5 of the server 0 or the client device 170. However,

some or all of the steps may be performed by other entities. In addition , some embodiments

may perform the steps in parallel, perform the steps in different orders, or perform different

steps. Also, it is noted that in one example embodiment the steps and/or modules may be

embodied as instructions, e.g., instructions 224 that may be executed by the processor 202

described with respect to FIG. 2.

[0075] Referring to FIG. 6, the map module 115 detects 610 a user scrolling a collapsed

dynamic map. For example, the map module 5 detects (or receives information

corresponding to an action from the client device 170) that the user scrolls one of the

collapsed dynamic maps (e.g., a dynamic map about location "X") such that the collapsed

dynamic map (e.g., the dynamic map about location "X") expands and takes the top spot of

the stack of maps. The map module 115 determines 620 the map data for rendering an

interactive map corresponding to the collapsed dynamic map responsive to the detection. For

example, the map module 5 determines the map data for rendering an interactive map

about the location "X" corresponding to the dynamic map about the location "X". At step

630, the map module 115 sends the map data to client for replacing the collapsed dynamic

map with the corresponding interactive map. For example, the corresponding interactive map

about the location "X" is displayed at the top spot of the stack of maps and the dynamic map

about the location "X" is faded away.



[0076] Referring now to FIG. 7, another example method 700 for the step 430 of

updating map data to replace o e of a collapsed dynamic map with an interactive map is

illustrated in detail. The step 430 initiates the map module 5 by detecting 710 a match

between GPS coordinates of the current interactive map and one collapsed dynamic map. For

example, one collapsed dynamic map is about location "A". When the user reaches the

location "A", the current interactive map may match the collapsed dynamic map in GPS

coordinates.

[0077] At step 720, the map module 5 determines map data for rendering an interactive

map corresponding to the collapsed dynamic map responsive to the detection. At step 730,

the map module 340 sends the map data to client for replacing the collapsed dynamic map

with the corresponding interactive map.

EXAMPLE USER INTERFACES

[0078] Referring now to FIGS. 8-1 , illustrated are example graphical representations for

user interfaces displaying different aspects of a stack of maps. For example, the graphical

user interfaces (GUIs) a e generated by the visualization module 177 of the client device 170.

It is noted that generation of the user interfaces is through program code that is stored in a

storage device, e.g., storage unit 2 6 or main memoiy 204, and executable by a processor,

e.g. processor 202, of a client device 70 . The instructions may be generated by the server

0 or the client device 170 depending on where the particular modules described herein

corresponding to the particular functions (and corresponding instructions) are executing. In

some embodiments, a user may interact with the GUIs using a touchscreen input by "tapping"

on U elements within the GUIs. In other embodiments, the user may interact with the GUIs

using other methods, such as via a pointing device (e.g., a computer mouse).

[0079] FIG. 8 illustrates a GUI 800 showing a stack of maps. In the illustrated

embodiment, the GUI 800 includes an mteractive map 810 that has live data. In FIGS. 8-

interactions with the user interface by an example user are also illustrated as 830. For

example, the interactive map 810 is about the current location of the client device 170. The

interactive map 8 0 is displayed on the top most of the stack of maps and can be interacted

with by the user of the client device 170. For example, the map module 5 determines map

data and transmits the map information to the client device 70 for displaying the interactive

map 8 0 on the top most of the stack of maps.

[0080] The GUI 800 also includes a set of collapsed dynamic maps 820 (as also indicated

by labels "Work", "Fedex" and "Safeway" in the exemplary GUI 800). Each of the set of

collapsed dynamic maps 820 may be a screen shot (e.g., determined by the map module 5)



describing a favorite location selected by the user. Each of the set of collapsed dynamic

maps 820 may also include an estimated time and distance from the current location of the

user and the predefined location described through the dynamic map. The set of collapsed

dynamic maps 820 is displayed at the edge (e.g. bottom edge) of the GUI 800 and can be

scrolled by the user.

[0081] FIG 9 illustrates a GUI 900 showing a transition of a dynamic map to an

interactive map that corresponds to the dynamic map. The GUI 900 includes a dynamic map

0 originally collapsed at the edge of the GUI 900. As illustrated in FIG 9, a user scrolls

(illustrated by user interaction 920 relative to displayed maps) the dynamic map 0 so that

the dynamic map 910 expands and can take the top spot of the stack of maps in the GUI 900.

In one embodiment, responsive to the dynamic map 9 0 taking the top spot of the stack, the

map module 5 updates the map data for replacing the dynamic map 0 (e.g., the screen

shot) with an interactive map that corresponds to the dynamic map 910. The new interactive

map can be displayed on the top most of the stack and can be interacted with by the user.

[0082] FIG 10 illustrates a GUI 1000 showing an interactive map in a full screen view.

The full screen view may be activated on a device when a user performs a specific interaction

with the interactive map on the non-full screen view. For example, the user may double tap

on the interactive map using a touchscreen interface. The GUI 1000 includes a shift button

10 0 that can be tapped by the user to change back to a stack view showing the stack of maps

such as those shown in GUIs 800 and 900. For example, responsive to the user tapping on

the shift button 1010, the map module 5 updates the map data to shift between different

views of the maps. The GUI 1000 includes an address box 1005 having a selected location

automatically input. The selected location is the location described by the interactive map.

The GUI 1000 also includes, in the interactive map, an indicator 1008 that shows the selected

location.

[0083] In addition, the GUI 1000 includes a "star" button 1020 that can be tapped by the

user to select or unselect the location described by the interactive map as a favorite location.

As illustrated in FIG. 10, the GUI 1000 also includes a "from here" button 1030 and a "to

here" button 1040 tha can be tapped by the user to request direction or route information

about a trip from the selected location to the current location of the user and a trip from the

current location to the selected location, respectively. For example, responsive to the user

tapping the "from here" button 1030, the map module 5 updates the map data for

displaying a route from the selected location to the current location of the user on the

interactive map.



[0084] F G 1 illustrates GUIs 1100 and 50 showing the adding or removing of a

favorite location under two different views, respectively. The GUI 00 shows a way to

remove a favorite location in the stack view. The GUI 100 includes multiple dynamic maps

collapsed at the edge of the GUI 100. Each dynamic map can be swiped 1020 by the user to

show one or more interactive buttons including a "star" button 10, a "to here" button, and a

"from here" button that are the same as those in the GUI 000 The "star" button 1 10 can be

tapped by the user to remove the location described by the dynamic map from favorite

locations. Accordingly, responsive to the user tapping the "star" button 0 to unseiect the

location described by the dynamic map, the map module 5 updates the map data for

removing the dynamic map about the unselected location from display.

[0085] The GUI 50 shows a way to add or remove a favorite location in a full screen

view. Similar to the GUI 1000, the GUI 1150 includes a "star" button. The "star" button has

two states 160 and 70 indicating the location described by the GUI 50 is selected and

unselected as a favorite location, respectively. Therefore, the user can tap the "star" button to

change the state of the button to select and unseiect the location as a favorite location.

Responsive to the user's selection, the map module 5 can update the map data for adding

or removing the corresponding map describing the location from the stack of maps.

ADDITIONAL CONFIGURATION CONSIDERATIONS

[0086] Accordingly, as described above, the system and method for rendering stack of

map user interfaces that provide numerous advantages over the traditional model. For

example, the system can provide a user a quick shortcut of a map to the user's favorite

locations that the user can immediately interact with. In addition, the system can suggest the

user the best possible routes to a particular location upon a single action, e.g., tap or swipe, by

a user on a client device. Thereafter, other maps corresponding to other locations of interest

can be "stacked" below the interaction map and, when brought to the top of the stack, can be

the new interaction map.

[0087] Throughout this specification, plural instances may implement components,

operations, or structures described as a single instance. Although individual operations of

one or more methods are illustrated and described as separate operations, one or mo e of the

individual operations may be performed concurrently, and nothing requires tha the

operations be performed in the order illustrated. Structures and functionality presented as

separate components in example configurations may be implemented as a combined structure

or component. Similarly, structures and functionality presented as a single component may¬

be implemented as separate components. These and other variations, modifications,



additions, and improvements fall within the scope of the subject matter herein.

[0088] Certain embodiments are described herein as including logic or a number of

components, modules, or mechanisms, e.g., as shown and described with FIGS. 1 and 3, and

further described with FIGS. 4-1 1. Modules may constitute either software modules (e.g.,

code embodied on a machine-readable medium or in a transmission signal) or hardware

modules A hardware module is tangible unit capable of performing certain operations and

may be configured or arranged in a certain manner. In example embodiments, one or more

computer systems (e.g., a standalone, client or server computer system) or one or more

hardware modules of a computer system (e.g., a processor or a group of processors, e.g.,

processor 202) may be configured by software (e.g., an application or application portion) as

a hardware module that operates to perform certain operations as described herein.

[0089] In various embodiments, a hardware module may be implemented mechanically

or electronically. For example, a hardware module may comprise dedicated circuitry or logic

that is permanently configured (e.g., as a special-purpose processor, such as a field

programmable gate array (FPGA) or an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC)) to

perform certain operations A hardware module may also comprise programmable logic or

circuitry (e.g., as encompassed within a general-purpose processor or other programmable

processor) that is temporarily configured by software (or program code) to perform certain

operations. It will be appreciated that the decision to implement a hardware module

mechanically, in dedicated and permanently configured circuitry, or in temporarily

configured circuitry (e.g., configured by software or program code) may be driven by cost

and time considerations.

[0090] The various operations of example methods described herein may be performed,

at least partially, by one or more processors, e.g., processor 202, that are temporarily

configured (e.g., by software) or permanently configured to perform the relevant operations.

Whether temporarily or permanently configured, such processors may constitute processor-

implemented modules that operate to perform one or more operations or functions. The

modules referred to herein may, in some example embodiments, comprise processor-

implemented modules.

[0091] The one or more processors may also operate to support performance of the

relevant operations in a "cloud computing" environment or as a "software as a service"

(SaaS). For example, at least some of the operations may be performed by a group of

computers (as examples of machines including processors 202), these operations being

accessible via a network (e.g., the Internet) and via one or more appropriate interfaces (e.g.,



application program interfaces (APIs) )

[0092] The performance of certain of the operations may be distributed among the one or

more processors, e.g., processor 202, not only residing within a single machine, but deployed

across a number of machines. In some example embodiments, the one or more processors or

processor-implemented modules may be located in a single geographic location (e.g., within

a home environment, an office environment, or a server farm). In other example

embodiments, the one or more processors or processor-implemented modules may be

distributed across a number of geographic locations.

[0093] Some portions of this specification are presented in terms of algorithms or

symbolic representations of operations on data stored as bits or binary digital signals within a

machine memory (e.g., a computer memory). These algorithms or symbolic representations

are examples of techniques used by those of ordinary skill in the data processing arts to

convey the substance of their work to others skilled in the art. As used herein, an "algorithm"

is a self-consistent sequence of operations or similar processing leading to a desired result. In

this context, algorithms and operations involve physical manipulation of physical quantities.

Typically, but not necessarily, such quantities may take the form of electrical, magnetic, or

optical signals capable of being stored, accessed, transferred, combined, compared, or

otherwise manipulated by a machine. It is convenient at times, principally for reasons of

common usage, to refer to such signals using words such as "data," "content," "bits,"

'Values," "elements," "symbols," "characters," "terms," "numbers," "numerals," or the like.

These words, however, are merely convenient labels and are to be associated with appropriate

physical quantities

[0094] Unless specifically stated otherwise, discussions herein using words such as

"processing," "computing," "calculating," "determining," "presenting," "displaying," or the

like may refer to actions or processes of a machine (e.g., a computer) that manipulates or

transforms data represented as physical (e.g., electronic, magnetic, or optical) quantities

within one or more memories (e.g., volatile memory, non-volatile memory, or a combination

thereof), registers, or other machine components that receive, store, transmit, or display

information.

[0095] As used herein any reference to "one embodiment" or "an embodiment" means

that a particular element, feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the

embodiment is included in at least one embodiment. The appearances of the phrase "in one

embodiment" in various places in the specification are not necessarily all referring to the

same embodiment.



[0096] Some embodiments may be described using the expression "coupled" and

"connected" along with their derivatives. For example, some embodiments may be described

using the term "coupled" to indicate that two or more elements are in direct physical or

electrical contact. The term "coupled," however, may also mean that two or more elements

are not in direct contact with each other, but yet still co-operate or interact with each other.

The embodiments are not limited in this context

[0097] As used herein, the terms "comprises," "comprising," "includes," "including,"

"has," "having" or any other variation thereof, are intended to cover a non-exclusive

inclusion. For example, a process, method, article, or apparatus that comprises a list of

elements is not necessarily limited to only those elements but may include other elements not

expressly listed or inherent to such process, method article, or apparatus. Further, unless

expressly stated to the contrary, "or" refers to an inclusive or and not to an exclusive or. For

example, a condition A or B is satisfied by any one of the following: A is true (or present)

and B is false (or not present), A is false (or not present) and B is true (or present), and both

A and B are true (or present).

[0098] In addition, use of the "a" or "an" are employed to describe elements and

components of the embodiments herein. This is done merely for convenience and to give a

general sense of the invention. This description should be ead to include one or at least one

and the singular also includes the plural unless it is obvious that it is meant otherwise.

[0099] Upon reading this disclosure, those of skill in the art will appreciate still additional

alternative structural and functional designs for a system and a process to provide for and/or

render of stack of maps in a user interface. Thus, while particular embodiments and

applications have been illustrated and described, it is to be understood tha the disclosed

embodiments are not limited to the precise construction and components disclosed herein.

Various modifications, changes and variations, which will be apparent to those skilled in the

art, may be made in the arrangement, operation and details of the method and apparatus

disclosed herein without departing from the spirit and scope defined in the appended claims.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A computer- implemented method for rendering maps for a user, the method

comprising:

collecting user data fo rendering a plurality of maps to a user, the user data

describing at least one destination;

generating, based on the user data, map data for rendering a plurality of maps

arranged in a stack, the plurality of maps including a first interactive map and

one or more dynamic maps, the first interactive map displayed on top of the

one or more dynamic maps;

updating the map data to replace the first interactive map with a second interactive

map in response to selection of one of the one or more dynamic maps, the

selected dynamic map becoming the second interactive map; and

transmitting the map data for rendering a second plurality of maps arranged in a stack,

the second interactive map displayed on top to replace the first interactive

map.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the one or more dynamic map are displayed

as collapsed at an edge of a screen of a user interface.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the user data further describes one or more

locations favored by the user.

4. The method of claim I, further comprising:

responsive to the user favoring a new location that has not been described by the

plurality of maps, adding a new map describing the new location to the

plurality of maps.

5. The method of claim , further comprising:

responsive to the use un-favoring a location that has been described by the plurality

of maps, removing the map describing the location from the plurality of maps.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the user data further describes a current

location of the user.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the generating the map data for rendering the

stack of multiple maps comprises:

determining the map data for rendering the interactive map based on the current

location of the user.



8. The method of claim 1, wherein the generating the map data for rendering the

plurality of maps arranged irs a stack comprises:

detecting an update of the current location of the user; and

updating the map data for rendering the interactive map responsive to detecting the

update of the current location of the user.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the generating the map data for rendering the

plurality of maps arranged in a stack comprises:

detecting an update of the current location of the user; and

updating the map data for rendering each of the dynamic maps responsive to detecting

the update of the current location of the user

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the updating the map data to replace the first

interactive map with a second interactive map in response to selection of one of the one or

more dynamic maps comprises:

detecting the user scrolling the one of the one or more dynamic maps; and

responsive to detecting the user scrolling through one of the one or more dynamic

maps, determining updated map data for rendering the second interactive map

corresponding to the scrolled dynamic map.

. The method of claim , wherein the updating the map data to replace the first

interactive map with a second interactive map in response to selection of one of the one or

more dynamic maps comprises:

detecting a match between coordinates of the first interactive map and the one of the

one or more dynamic maps; and

responsive to detecting the match between coordinates of the first interactive map and

the one of the one or more dynamic maps, determining updated map data for

rendering the second interactive map corresponding to the matched dynamic

map.

12. A system comprising:

a processor; and

a non-transitoiy computer readable storage medium storing instructions thereon, that

when executed by the processor, causes the processor to perform operations

comprising:

collecting use data for rendering a plurality of maps to a user, the user data

describing at least one destination;



generating, based on the user data, map data for rendering a plurality of maps

arranged in a stack, the plurality of maps including a first interactive

map and one or more dynamic maps, the first interactive map

displayed on top of the one or more dynamic maps;

updating the map data to replace the first interactive map with second

interactive map in response to selection of one of the one or more

dynamic maps, the selected dynamic map becoming the second

interactive map; and

transmitting the map data for rendering a second plurality of maps arranged in

a stack, the second interactive map displayed on top to replace the first

interactive map.

13. The system of claim 12, the storage medium storing further instructions, that

when executed by the processor, causes the processor to perform operations comprising:

responsive to the user favoring a new location that has not been described by the

plurality of maps, adding a new map describing the new location to the

plurality of maps

14. The system of claim 12, the storage medium storing further instructions for the

generating the map data for rendering the plurality of maps arranged in a stack, that when

executed by the processor, causes the processor to perform operations comprising:

detecting an update of the current location of the user; and

updating the map data for rendering each of the dynamic maps responsive to detecting

the update of the current location of the user.

15. The system of claim 2, the storage medium storing further instructions for the

updating the map data to replace the first interactive map with a second interactive map in

response to selection of one of the one or more dynamic maps, that when executed by the

processor, causes the processor to perform operations comprising:

detecting a match between coordinates of the first in teractive map and the one of the

one or more dynamic maps; and

responsive to detecting the match between coordinates of the first interactive map and

the one of the one or more dynamic maps, determining updated map data for

rendering the second interactive map corresponding to the matched dynamic

map

16. A non-transitory computer readable storage medium storing instructions

thereon, that when executed by at least one processor causes the processor to:



collect user data for rendering a plurality of maps to a user, the user data to describe at

least o e destination;

generate, based on the user data, map data to render a plurality of maps arranged in a

stack, the plurality of maps including a first interactive map and one or more

dynamic maps, the first interactive map to be displayed on top of the one or

more dynamic maps;

update the map data to replace the fi rst interactive map with a . second interactive map

in response to selection of one of the one or more dynamic maps, the selected

dynamic map to become the second interactive map; and

transmit the map data to render a second plurality of maps arranged in a stack, the

second interactive map to be displayed on top to replace the first interactive

map.

17. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of claim 16, wherein

the one or more dynamic map are displayed as collapsed at an edge of a screen of a . user

interface.

18. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of claim 16, wherein

the user data further describes one or more locations favored by the user.

19. The non-trans itory computer readable storage medium of claim 16, further

comprising instructions tha when executed by the processor causes the processor to:

add, responsive to the user favoring a new location that has not been described by the

plurality of maps, a new map describing the new location to the plurality of

maps.

20. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of claim 16, further

comprising instructions that when executed by the processor causes the processor to:

remove, responsive to the user un-favoring a location that has been described by the

plurality of maps, the map describing the location from the plurality of maps.

21. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of claim 16, wherein

the user data further describes a current location of the user.

22. The non-trans itory computer readable storage medium of claim 16, wherein

instructions to generate the map data to render the stack of multiple maps further comprises

instructions that when executed by the processor causes the processor to:

determine the map data for rendering the interactive map based on the current location

of the user.



23. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of claim 16, wherein

the instructions to generate the map data to render the plurality of maps arranged in a stack

further comprises instructions that when executed by the processor causes the processor to:

detect an update of the current location of the user; and

update the map data to render the interactive map responsive to the detection of the

update of the current location of the user.

24. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of claim 16, wherein

the instmctions to generate the map data to render the plurality of maps arranged in a stack

further comprise instmctions that when executed by the processor causes the processor to:

detect an update of the current location of the user; and

update the map data to render each of the dynamic maps responsive to the detection of

the update of the current location of the user.

25. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of claim 16, wherein

the instructions to update the map data to replace the first interactive map with a second

interactive map in response to selection of one of the one or more dynamic maps further

comprises instmctions that when executed by the processor causes the processor to:

detect the user scrolling the one of the one or more dynamic maps; and

determine, responsive to the detection of the user scrolling through one of the one or

more dynamic maps, updated map data to render the second interactive map

corresponding to the scrolled dynamic map

26. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of claim 16, wherein

the instructions to update the map data to replace the first interactive map with a second

interactive map in response to selection of one of the one or more dynamic maps further

comprises instructions that when executed by the processor causes the processor to:

detect a match between coordinates of the first interactive map and the one of the one

or more dynamic maps; and

determine, responsive to the detection of the match between coordinates of the first

interactive map and the one of the one or more dynamic maps, updated map

data to render the second interactive map corresponding to the matched

dynamic map.
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